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Pretrial Advocacy: Planning, Analysis, and Strategy provides an excellent conceptual and practical

foundation for pretrial litigation for both teachers and students. With coverage of both criminal and

civil pretrial practice, the focus remains on federal and state litigation. Professional responsibility

and civility are emphasized throughout the text. Checklists of skills, techniques, standards and

ethics appear in each chapter. 78 assignments are designed for student role-play performances.

The inclusive teaching package includes a CD with two complete cases; a DVD with videos on

depositions and touring a crime scene as well as visuals for use in pretrial or trail; and an excellent

Website.   The Fourth Edition, revised to reflect current Rules, has a new chapter on pretrial

conferences in civil and criminal cases and expanded coverage of criminal case plea negotiations.  

The revised chapter on depositions includes new material on making and meeting objections,

conferring with the client, and the interplay between the deposition and cross-examination. The

practical effects of the Twombly/Iqbal decisions are explored. New information is included on

investigating social media during pretrial preparation.   prosecutors' new responsibilities under

MRPC 3.8 (g) and e-discovery--well as new technologies are introduced. A File of Exemplary Forms

contains sample documents essential to pretrial practice, such as client intake form, engagement

and non-engagement letters, settlement brochure, and an agreement to mediate.
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Book arrived quickly, but the quality of the book is low. The paper is thin, the cover is thin, and they



actually gave us CD-Roms and DVDs to use. Most students have laptops that don't have disk

drives. The publishers could save money by simply providing the access code to online content.

Maybe they could take that savings and put it into paper quality.

I like the layout and I found, along with other classmates, that this book was amazing.

Informative--as law books tend to be. However, many law students can attest that studying law is

not exactly fun. This book brought back the fun in law. You really felt like you were working your first

case. I cannot give it high enough praises. The only drawback for some is the way the book does

not exactly follow a linear line and your review chapters of the book multiple times. Still, I found that

the reviews were relevant and easy to read. This is one class and book you are going to love.

Boring; not a good book (used in Motions Class); hated how you had to keep going back and forth

between the cd text (which is a 500 page book in itself) and the exercises which constantly refer

back to it; hard to correlate and wasted a lot of money on printer ink.

Book did not come with the CD that was required to complete the exercises in the book

The product was fine. The DVD and web materials were also helpful. I wish my course had been

better aligned to the book.

Most of this book was obvious to anyone who had been through a semester of law school. It reads

more like an undergrad book.

Well laid out, very helpful upper writing text. The checklists are helpful when proofing assignments.

I'll be keeping this text.

I am using this for an intenzive course and it's serving it's purpose. It's easy to read and understand.

The materials on the CD are helpful. It's nice that they are in PDF form on the CD so they can be

saved to my compter and I do not need to have it at all times.
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